Abstract. We present ESO/VLT spectra in the 2.9-4.1 µm range for a large sample of infrared stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), selected on the basis of MSX and 2MASS colours to be extremely dust-enshrouded AGB star candidates. Out of 30 targets, 28 are positively identified as carbon stars, significantly adding to the known population of optically invisible carbon stars in the LMC. We also present spectra for six IR-bright stars in or near three clusters in the LMC, identifying four of them as carbon stars and two as oxygen-rich supergiants. We analyse the molecular bands of C2H2 at 3.1 and 3.8 µm, HCN at 3.57 µm, and sharp absorption features in the 3.70-3.78 µm region that we attribute to C2H2. There is evidence for a generally high abundance of C2H2 in LMC carbon stars, suggestive of high carbon-to-oxygen abundance ratios at the low metallicity in the LMC. The low initial metallicity is also likely to have resulted in less abundant HCN and CS. The sample of IR carbon stars exhibits a range in C2H2:HCN abundance ratio. We do not find strong correlations between the properties of the molecular atmosphere and circumstellar dust envelope, but the observed differences in the strengths and shapes of the absorption bands can be explained by differences in excitation temperature. High mass-loss rates and strong pulsation would then be seen to be associated with a large scale height of the molecular atmosphere.
Introduction
One of the main contributors of elements such as carbon and nitrogen, and arguably the most important "factory" of cosmic dust, Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars represent the final evolutionary stages of intermediatemass stars (M ZAMS < ∼ 1 to ∼ 8 M ⊙ ), when they lose up to 80 per cent of their mass at rates ofṀ ∼ 10 −6 to 10 −4
M ⊙ yr −1 . Aged between t ∼ 30 Myr and t > ∼ 10 Gyr, AGB stars chemically enrich the Universe on timescales ranging from less than the dynamical timescale of a galaxy to as long as the age of the Universe. AGB mass loss happens as a result of two mechanisms: (1) strong radial pulsations elevate the stellar atmosphere out to a distance where (2) the temperature is sufficiently low (T ∼ 1000 K) and the density is sufficiently high (n H2 > ∼ 10 13 m −3 ) for dust formation to occur. Radiation pressure from the luminous giant (L ∼ 10 4 L ⊙ ) drives away the dust, taking the gas along with it by mutual collisions. During this "superwind" stage the dust-enshrouded AGB star vanishes at optical wavelengths but shines brightly in the infrared.
An unsolved problem of AGB mass loss is how the simple molecules in the stellar photosphere grow into larger assemblies that form the cores for dust condensation, and how efficient these processes are. Little is known about the atmospheric chemistry, the molecular abundances within the dust-formation zone, and the dust-to-gas ratio in the wind. How do molecular chemistry and dust condensation depend on the stellar mass, luminosity, temperature, pulsation period and amplitude, on the initial metallicity and on the self-enrichment of the photosphere as a result of the dredge-up of nucleosynthesis products? We do know that the transformation of some oxygen-rich AGB stars into carbon stars (by dredge-up on the upper AGB) changes the molecular and dust formation chemistry from oxygendominated to carbon-dominated, giving rise to a vastly different array of molecules and dust particles. Hence these two types of AGB star enrich the interstellar medium with completely different material.
The Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC) offer an excellent opportunity to study AGB mass loss, at metallicities of ∼ 40 and 15 per cent solar, respectively. Accurate luminosities and mass-loss rates can be obtained in these galaxies as a result of their proximity and known distances of 50 and 60 kpc, respectively. Much work on magellanic dust-enshrouded AGB stars has been done (e.g., Wood et al. 1992; Zijlstra et al. 1996; van Loon et al. 1997 van Loon et al. , 1998 . The mass-loss rate depends strongly on luminosity but also on temperature and pulsation properties (Wood 1998; van Loon et al. 1999 van Loon et al. , 2005 Marshall et al. 2004; Whitelock et al. 2003) . Dust mass-loss rates are lower in metal-poor environments, but this may not be true for the gas mass-loss rates (van Loon 2000) .
Metal-poor carbon stars are surprisingly abundant in C 2 and C 2 H 2 , and may have a higher C/O ratio than their galactic solar-metallicity equivalents (van Loon, Zijlstra & Groenewegen 1999; Matsuura et al. 2002 Matsuura et al. , 2005 . This may be due to the high contrast between the carbon self-enrichment and oxygen-poor photosphere of metalpoor carbon stars, and could have important consequences for the condensation of carbonaceous dust grains in lowmetallicity environments.
To investigate the formation of simple, di-atomic molecules such as C 2 and CN, the assembly into slightly more complex molecules such as C 2 H 2 and HCN, and the condensation into dust grains, we set out to measure the molecular abundances in the extended atmospheres of mass-losing carbon-rich AGB stars in the LMC. Because many of these highly-evolved objects are dust-enshrouded, it is impossible to perform such a study at optical wavelengths. Furthermore, whilst the optical spectrum is rich in bands of di-atomic molecules, larger molecules are observed at infrared wavelengths. The three micron telluric window (2.9-4.1 µm) in carbon stars shows distinctive broad and strong absorption by C 2 H 2 and HCN molecules at 3.1 µm, and often absorption by C 2 H 2 at 3.8 µm and HCN at 3.57 µm. These molecules are formed in the upper atmospheric layers by hydration of the diatomic molecules that are seen at optical wavelengths. C 2 H 2 is a possible building block for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Latter 1991) , and must play a key rôle in the condensation of carbonaceous grains in H-rich environments (Gail & Sedlmayr 1988) . The HCN band strength may be a measure of the nitrogen abundance.
Here we present ESO/VLT three micron spectra of a large sample of heavily dust-enshrouded carbon stars in the LMC, and an analysis of their molecular atmospheres.
Observations

Targets
The targets for our 3-4 µm spectroscopy were drawn from a sample of mid-IR sources detected with the Mid-course Space eXperiment (MSX) (Egan, Van Dyk & Price 2001; Wood & Cohen 2001) . Our principal objective was to establish the nature and chemical composition of heavily dust-enshrouded stars for which optical spectroscopy would not be possible, to help select targets for our Spitzer Space Telescope programme #3505 (PI: P.R. Wood). Hence we selected objects by excluding all objects that have optical photometry in the MACHO database, bright objects with a K s -band magnitude < 9 mag, and objects that are not extremely red with a J-K s colour < 5 mag. The actually observed objects are mostly of 8 th or 9 th magnitude in the 3-4 µm range. Throughout the paper we refer to the MSX-selected sample by their MSX LMC catalogue numbers. Six more dusty objects were observed that were known to be in or near the populous LMC clusters NGC 1903 , NGC 1984 and NGC 1978 (van Loon, Marshall & Zijlstra 2005 . VLT/ISAAC spectra covering the same spectral region are available from the literature for nine more IR objects in the LMC (Matsuura et al. 2005) . Of these, IRAS 04496−6958, IRAS 04557−6753 and LI-LMC 1813 are cluster members (van Loon et al. 2005b ). The IR photometric data of the cluster objects can be found in van Loon et al. (2005b) and are not repeated here.
Spectroscopy
The ISAAC instrument on the European Southern Observatory (ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT) "Antu" at Paranal, Chile, was used on the nights of 6, 7 and 8 December 2003 to obtain low-resolution long-slit spectra between 2.9 and 4.1 µm. At a slit width of 2 ′′ the spectral resolving power was essentially determined by the seeing and was 300 < ∼ R < ∼ 700. The smallest attained resolution element is sampled by three pixels on the Aladdin array.
The spectra were obtained by chopping and nodding with a throw of 10 ′′ (15 ′′ in some cases to avoid chopping onto another star) to cancel the high background at these thermal-IR wavelengths, and jittering within 2 ′′ to remove the effects of bad pixels. This produced three spectra on the final combined frame, with the central spectrum twice as bright as the other (inverse) spectra. Exposure times varied between 12 and 60 minutes. After removing cosmic ray hits and correcting the spectra for their small inclination with respect to the array, all spectra were extracted using an optimal extraction algorithm. The extracted spectra were then aligned and combined. Spectra of an internal Xe+Ar lamp were used to calibrate the wavelengths; the spectra are sampled on a grid of 14Å elements.
The relative spectral response calibration was obtained by dividing by the spectrum of the B-type standard star HIP 020020. This removed most of the telluric absorption lines -except the saturated methane line at 3.32 µm -but introduced artificial emission features due to photospheric absorption lines in the spectrum of HIP 020020. Each spectrum was therefore multiplied by a synthetic spectrum appropriate for HIP 020020, in which Table 1 . List of targets, in order of increasing Right Ascension (2MASS coordinates, in J2000). MSX LMC (Egan, van Dyk & Price 2001 ; targets for Spitzer Space Telescope programmes are in boldface) and IRAS PSC designations are given where available, together with near-IR magnitudes (1=2MASS, 2=MSSSO, 3=spectroscopy acquisition images) and MSX band-A and IRAS 12 and 25 µm flux densities (in mJy). Values marked with a colon are suspect. References to the identification as a dust-enshrouded AGB star are as follows: 1=Egan, Van Dyk & Price (2001); 2=Loup et al. (1997); 3=Reid, Tinney & Mould (1990); 4=Trams et al. (1999); 5=van Loon et al. (1997); 6=van Loon (2000); 7=Zijlstra et al. (1996) ; 8=this work. we have inserted absorption lines due to Brα 4.052, Pfγ 3.741, Pfδ 3.297, Pfǫ 3.039 and Pfζ 2.873 µm of depths sufficient to remove the spurious emission lines. Small wavelength shifts and differences in effective resolution can cause imperfections in the correction. Fig. 1 shows the observed uncorrected spectra of HIP 020020 and target star MSX LMC 47, a low-resolution Kurucz spectrum (T eff = 18, 000 K, log g = 4.0 and [Fe/H]=0) and our synthetic spectrum. The observed spectra show the extent to which the telluric absorption affects the spectrum especially around 3.2-3.3 µm, and the effective band width between 2.85 and 4.15 µm.
A κ-σ clipping algorithm was applied to remove spikes from the spectrum that are caused by hot pixels. Care was taken to ensure that astrophysical features were not affected by this procedure. The conditions were very similar for all three nights. The seeing as measured on the acquisition images was around 0.5 ′′ most of the time but occasionally worsened up to about 1 ′′ (e.g., when observing at high airmass of ∼2). The relative humidity and air temperature were fairly constant at 8-18 per cent and 12-15
• C, respectively.
Photometry
IR photometry (Table 1) is compiled for all targets and for the Matsuura et al. (2005) objects, except for cluster members (see van Loon et al. 2005b) . A few have been monitored at near-IR wavelengths to measure the pulsation period and amplitude (Table 2) . JKL-band photometry for the targets was obtained at Mount Stromlo and Siding Springs Observatory (MSSSO) as part of a long-term monitoring campaign (Wood et al., in preparation) . In addition, K s -band photometry from the 2-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) is available for almost all targets, but most targets are too faint in the J-band and many are even too faint in the H-band to have 2MASS data at those wavelengths. Very few targets are detected in the DENIS survey, which is inferior to 2MASS in terms of sensitivity. Only three MSX-selected targets have a DENIS K s -band measurement (Table 2) . Additional L ′ -band photometry is available from the spectroscopy acquisition images, accurate to within a few 0.1 mag.
All prime targets have reliable MSX band A (8.3 µm) flux densities listed in the MSX Point Source Catalogue (Version 2.3). We also collected InfraRed Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) scans from the IRAS data server 1 and used the Groningen Image Processing SYstem (GIPSY) software with the scanaid tool to reconstruct a cut through the emission on the exact position. This is superior to the IRAS Point Source Catalogue values and works well for isolated sources for which often reliable flux densities can be estimated down to a level of a few 0.01 Jy at 12 and 25 µm. A few targets have also been observed with the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) ( Table 2 ).
Results
IR carbon stars
The majority (28) of our targets turn out to be carbon stars, on the basis of strong carbonaceous molecular absorption features seen in the spectrum around 3.1 and often 3.8 µm (Fig. 2) . Out of these, 10 are part of Spitzer Space Telescope GO programme #3505 (PI: P. Wood).
It is worth noting that MSX LMC 307 has the longest known pulsation period of any carbon star: 889 d (Wood 1998) or 939 d (Whitelock et al. 2003) .
MSX LMC 55 is misidentified in the literature with the M-type giant HV 11977, of which we also took a spectrum.
Another mistaken identity occurs for MSX LMC 45: Leisy et al. (1997) identified the IRAS source with the lowexcitation Planetary Nebula SMP LMC 36 (Sanduleak, MacConnell & Philip 1978) , located at 9
′′ WNW from an extremely red 2MASS source. Our 3-4 µm spectrum is of the 2MASS object, whilst the PN is a target for Spitzer Space Telescope GTO programme #103 (P.I.: J. Houck). Although the K s -L ′ colour of SMP LMC 36 (Table 3) is very red at 2.76 mag, MSX LMC 45 is much redder at 4.95 mag and with L ′ = 7.87 mag much brighter in the thermal IR than SMP LMC 36 which has L ′ = 11.24 mag. For all effects the emission detected at 8.3 (MSX), 12 and 25 µm (IRAS) arises from the carbon star.
IR objects of unknown type
For two of our targets, the 3-4 µm spectrum does not lead to an unambiguous photospheric chemical classification (Fig. 3) . Coincidentally, these are the only two objects in our target sample that are part of Spitzer Space Telescope programmes other than GO #3505. Three more objects turned out to be massive Young Stellar Objects; these are analysed in detail in van Loon et al. (2005c) and Oliveira et al. (in preparation) .
The 3-4 µm spectrum of MSX LMC 196 displays a hint of absorption around 3.0-3.1 and 3.7-3.8 µm, in which case it is a carbon star. The molecular features may be heavily veiled by the strong dust continuum emission. but in a re-analysis including ISO data Trams et al. (1999) classified it as carbon-rich. They also present a CAM-CVF spectrum, in which broad emission around 11.3 µm was interpreted as SiC, which would confirm its carbonrich nature. However, its CAM-CVF spectrum is not unlike that of OH/IR stars where the silicate feature is seen in self-absorption. Overall the 3-4 µm spectrum of MSX LMC 733 is similar to the ISO-SWS spectrum of the M8 giant CD Gru (Vandenbussche et al. 2002) .
Serendipitous objects
In several cases a spectrum could be taken of another IRbright object, simultaneously with the principal target. These "serendipitous" objects ( 
Cluster IR objects
We took spectra of six cluster IR objects from van Loon et al. (2005b) (Fig. 5) . Four of these, NGC 1903-IR1 and IR2 and NGC 1978-IR1 and IR2 are carbon stars. The other two, NGC 1984-IR1 and IR2 are oxygen-rich objects; IR1 (=IRAS 05280−6910) is a source of OH (Wood et al. 1992; Marshall et al. 2004 ) and H 2 O maser emission (van Loon et al. 2001 ) whilst IR2 is the M1 supergiant WOH G347.
Two objects in our MSX-selected target list, MSX LMC 484 and 654, and three of the carbon stars 
Analysis
Luminosities and mass-loss rates
As a result of the selection criteria, the MSX-selected targets have very red K s -L ′ (Fig. 6 ). This is caused by circumstellar extinction diminishing the K s -band brightness and circumstellar dust emission enhancing the L ′ -band brightness. Hence their faint K s -band brightness is not a direct consequence of their bolometric luminosity. IR carbon stars are objects which are known to be variable with amplitudes up to 2 magnitudes at near-IR wavelengths (e.g., Wood 1998; Whitelock et al. 2003) . Although the 2MASS, MSX and IRAS data refer to combined measurements taken at different epochs, the groundbased near-IR data that we use here are single-epoch measurements.
The spectral energy distributions of the IR carbon stars were modelled with the radiative transfer code dusty (Ivezić, Nenkova & Elitzur 1999). The density distribution is based upon a hydrodynamic computation of a dust-driven wind at constant mass-loss rate. The model was then scaled to match the overall observed Spectral Energy Distribution (SED), knowing the distance to the Fig. 4 . Serendipitous ESO/VLT 3-4 µm spectra (see Table 3 ). They are all oxygen-rich except MSX LMC 349 B which is an optically bright (yet anonymous) carbon star. LMC (50 kpc), which then yields an accurate measurement of the bolometric luminosity.
A blackbody was used to represent the underlying stellar radiation field, with a temperature of T eff = 2500 K. We used 0.1 µm grains of amorphous carbon dust (Henning & Mutschke 1997) . To obtain the mass-loss rate one has to know the dust grain density, for which we adopt ρ grain = 3 g cm −3 , and the gas-to-dust mass ratio, for which we adopt ρ gas /ρ dust = 500 at the metallicity of the LMC (two to three times below solar). The results are summarised in Table 4 .
We usually found that a satisfactory match between the model and the observed SED required a rather low temperature for the dust at the inner edge of the envelope, T dust ∼ 600 to 700 K. The derived bolometric luminosity and mass-loss rate do not however depend sensitively on the inner-edge dust temperature. The estimated internal accuracies of the luminosity and mass-loss rate are about 5 and 10 per cent, respectively.
The mass-loss rates are correlated with the bolometric luminosities (Fig. 7) . Most stars straddle the classical limit to the mass-loss rate for single scattering (long-dashed line in Fig. 7 ; van Loon et al. 1999b) . The observed sequence is steeper than the classical limit though, with luminous stars experiencing mass-loss rates that are higher than this limit -but not as high as the maximum mass-loss rates observed in the LMC (short-dashed lines in Fig. 7 ; van Loon et al. 1999b ). The two carbon stars with particularly long pulsation periods, P > 800 d, and amplitudes, ∆K s > 1.7 mag, MSX LMC 307 and IRAS 05112−6755 (Table 2) are amongst the stars with the highest massloss rates and luminosities.
On the whole the mass-loss rates of the IR carbon stars are higher than those of optically bright carbon stars (van Loon et al. 2005a ), but amongst the IR carbon stars themselves are stars that have relatively low mass-loss rates for their high luminosity. Four of the carbon stars from van Loon et al. (2005b) and Matsuura et al. (2005) do not appear in Fig. 7 as they have significantly lower mass-loss rates than the stars in the MSX-selected sample. These stars may be in a slightly different evolutionary phase, for instance if they have not yet entered the superwind stage or if they pass through a more quiet episode in their thermal-pulsing cycle. Differences in mass may also con- tribute to a spread in the mass-loss rate-luminosity plane -see van Loon et al. (2005b) for a discussion of the mass-loss rates and luminosities of cluster IR objects in the Magellanic Clouds. The by far most luminous carbon star that we analyse here, IRAS 04496−6958 also lies beyond the boundaries of the diagram. Its mass-loss rate is fairly modest for its high luminosity. In this case there are strong indications for a relatively massive progenitor star (M initial ∼ 5 M ⊙ ) that may have experienced a thermal pulse recently (van Loon et al. 2005b) . For the purpose of the spectral analysis, we divide the sample of IR carbon stars into four groups on the basis of their mass-loss rate and luminosity (Fig. 7 & (Fig. 8) . The fact that the L ′ -[8.3] colour shows some correlation with the K s -L ′ colour but with a large scatter implies that besides the optical depth of the dust shell other parameters play a rôle. These may include the dust temperature at the inner edge of the envelope and perhaps the dust type, or photometric variability. 
Identification of spectral features
A grand average of all spectra of the IR carbon stars (Fig.  9) shows all the spectral features of interest at a much reduced noise level. Examples of four types of spectral appearance are given in Fig. 10 , to show the similarities and differences amongst the IR carbon stars. Hydrogen absorption lines of the Brackett and Pfund series are seen in many of the spectra, but this may be due to residuals in the correction for the same lines in the telluric standard star spectrum. There is no evidence in any of the carbon stars for strong hydrogen line emission arising from shocks in their pulsating atmospheres. A few spectra show an array artifact causing a sharp feature in the extracted spectrum around 3.99 µm.
The strongest absorption band, between about 2.95 and 3.15 µm, is seen in all IR carbon stars, and is due to a blend of HCN and C 2 H 2 . The shape is not universal, although often with characteristic peaks at 3.01 and 3.11 µm it sometimes has a rather triangular shape peaking at 3.01 µm only (e.g., MSX LMC 1249). Often, the absorption seems to extend to as far as 3.5 µm (e.g., MSX LMC 221), but it is not certain that this is still part of the same band. Alternatively, the HNC isomer of HCN is expected to contribute in precisely this spectral region (Harris et al. 2003) .
Most IR carbon stars exhibit a broad depression in the spectrum around 3.8 µm. In the LMC, the absorption almost always peaks around 3.75 µm, whereas in galactic carbon stars absorption is normally seen around 3.9 µm instead. In our sample, only the less extreme object NGC 1903-IR1 shows evidence for distinct absorption at 3.9 µm. CH was suggested to explain a series of absorption lines around 3.75 µm in the spectra of the galactic carbon stars TX Psc and WZ Cas (Aoki, Tsuji & Ohnaka 1998) , but the CH does not lead to a broad absorption band. Instead, the identification with C 2 H 2 by Cernicharo et al. (1999) matches the broad absorption seen around 3.75 µm in the galactic dust-enshrouded carbon star IRC +10216. HCN is held responsible for the 3.9 µm component (Aoki et al. 1998; Harris et al. 2003) , but CS may also contribute (Aoki et al. 1998) .
A few quite narrow absorption features are seen, superimposed onto the 3.8 µm absorption band (Fig. 9) . The 3.70 µm feature is the most conspicuous of these, but it is always seen in conjunction with a similar feature at 3.76 µm. A weaker feature at 3.78 µm may be related, and there seems to be another feature that is however blended with the Pfγ line at 3.74 µm. Aoki et al. (1998) fundamental band, but the stronger associated 3.64 and 3.67 µm features (cf. Jørgensen et al. 1996) are not seen in our spectra (whilst they are seen in TX Psc and WZ Cas) -except perhaps in the enigmatic object MSX LMC 196 (Fig. 3) . The features might be part of the C 2 H 2 band instead (Cernicharo et al. 1999) .
CH(1-0) may be responsible for the series of narrow absorption lines seen around 3.3-3.5 µm in the spectrum of MSX LMC 349 B (Fig. 4) . The spectrum of this optically bright carbon star is in fact slightly depressed up to a wavelength of about 3.75 µm.
A comparison between the average spectra for the four groups in terms of mass-loss rate and luminosity (Fig.  11 ) fails to reveal any striking correlation of the spectral features with either of these parameters. The dispersion within each group average is quite large, but the error in the mean difference between the group average and the grand average indicates statistically significant differences between the groups. The most obvious difference is in the slope of the spectral continuum, which depends on the optical depth of the circumstellar dust envelope: the continuum is redder at higher mass-loss rates, but at the same mass-loss rate it is redder at lower luminosity.
Molecular band strengths
To investigate the band strengths of some of the spectral features, we compute equivalent widths (Tables 5 & 6 ). For the narrow 3.57 and 3.70 µm bands it is important to realise that the band definitions are appropriate for our spectra and hence include the velocity shift of the LMC (0.003-0.004 µm) and the internal wavelength calibration accuracy (±0.002 µm). In other data sets these definitions Fig. 11 . Average spectra for the four groups of stars selected on the basis of their mass-loss rate and luminosity, plotted together with their difference spectra with respect to the grand average of all IR carbon star spectra (see Fig.  9 ). The dots indicate the dispersion in the group averages and the error in the mean difference between the group and grand averages. might therefore need a slight readjustment. We recomputed the equivalent widths at 3.1, 3.57 and 3.8 µm in the spectra from Matsuura et al. (2005) after converting their F ν units to our F λ units. Different units cause different spectral slopes and hence different continuum definitions, which affects the equivalent width measurements. We also made a slight adjustment to the definition of the blue edge of the 3.1 µm band. The uncertainties in the equivalent width values are obtained from the standard deviations of the values for the eight oxygen-rich objects: σ = 170, 2.23, 3.03 and 175Å in the equivalent widths at 3.1, 3.57, 3.70 and 3.8 Fig. 9 . Grand average of all IR carbon star spectra (Table 1) , with identifications of the main features discussed in the text.
µm, respectively. This assumes that oxygen-rich objects have zero equivalent widths, which is not strictly true; the quoted uncertainties are therefore conservative estimates. The 3.57 and especially the 3.70 µm features are quite difficult to measure in individual spectra.
All four groups of IR carbon stars show a very clear correlation between the strength of the 3.8 µm band and that of the 3.1 µm band (Fig. 12) , with a Pearson correlation coefficient of p = 0.80: an increase in column density of C 2 H 2 would make both bands appear stronger. The 3.1 µm band is always prominent, within a range in equivalent width of a factor two. The 3.8 µm band is always seen in conjunction with strong 3.1 µm absorption, W 3.1 > 1000 A (p = 0.85, including the additional stars -crosses in Fig. 12 ), but it is not always visible in spectra with weaker 3.1 µm absorption, when the 3.1 µm band may be dominated by the contribution from HCN.
For W 3.8 < 450Å, the correlation between the 3.70 and 3.8 µm band strengths is much better (p = 0.41) than that between the 3.57 and 3.8 µm band strengths (p = 0.11). This might imply that the 3.70 µm band is associated with C 2 H 2 . At W 3.8 > 450Å veiling and changes in excitation conditions (see below) may become important and affect the correlations.
Some of the scatter in the equivalent width distributions is intrinsic. For instance, MSX LMC 91 exhibits extremely strong 3.57 and 3.70 µm bands but only moderately strong 3.1 and 3.8 µm bands, whilst MSX LMC 221 shows exactly the opposite behaviour. Another extreme object is the relatively blue MSX LMC 1249, whose 3.1 µm band resembles that of water ice (which is not expected to exist in a warm carbon-dominated chemistry) and which does not exhibit any 3.70 or 3.8 µm absorption although it does show a small dip at 3.57 µm. The differences between extreme examples of 3-4 µm spectra (Fig. 10) are much greater than the subtle differences as a function of luminosity and mass-loss rate (Fig. 11) , suggesting that other parameters influence the shape and strength of the molecular bands.
The shape of the spectrum between about 3.1 and 3.7 µm can be dramatically different for different carbon stars (see Fig. 10 ), without it being clear what absorption band -if any -is responsible for this. To investigate this further we compute the spectral slopes, s(λ), around 3.15, 3.24, 3.43 and 3.57 µm within the regions 3. 12-3.18, 3.20-3.28, 3.36-3.50 and 3.50-3.64 (excluding 3.56-3.58 ) µm, respectively. We then compute the pair-wise differential spectral slopes, s ′ (λ) ( Table 7) , to quantify the degree to which the spectrum displays a "knee" such as is seen, for example, at 3.2 µm in MSX LMC 307 or at 3.5 µm in MSX LMC 221. If there is no change in spectral slope the differential spectral slope is zero.
The differential slopes at 3.2 and 3.5 µm show a strong anti-correlation ( Fig. 13 ; p = −0.57, or p = −0.62 if the noisier spectra of group 3 sources are omitted). There is a gradual transition between two extreme types of spectral shape: those with a narrow 3.1 µm band and a flat continuum between 3.2 and 3.7 µm ("cup"), and those with absorption extending from the 3.1 µm band all the way until 3.5 µm where it meets the continuum or dips into the 3.8 µm band ("bowl"). Interestingly, the best examples of the "cup" type are all moderate to high mass-loss rate and luminosity objects (including IRAS 04286−6937) although the "bowl" type also occurs amongst these classes of stars.
The strength of the 3.70 µm feature is correlated with the differential slope at 3.2 µm ( Fig. 14; p = 0.45 ). This suggests that whatever causes the broad absorption between 3.2 and 3.5 µm is anti-correlated with the 3.70 µm feature. On the other hand the strength of the 3.8 µm band is correlated with the differential slope at 3.5 µm (p = 0.72) and mildly anti-correlated with that at 3.2 µm (p = −0.33), suggesting a link between the 3.2-3.5 and 3.8 µm absorptions. We interpret this as an effect of different excitation conditions. A bowl-shaped 3.1 µm band indicates a high excitation temperature, which would then also result in broad absorption by C 2 H 2 at 3.8 µm. A low excitation temperature would result in narrow absorption features of C 2 H 2 , between 3.70-3.78 µm.
Relation between the molecular atmosphere and circumstellar dust envelope
Can some of the differences in the molecular bands be reflected in differences in the circumstellar dust envelope? Stars with the highest mass-loss rates and luminosities always have strong 3.8 µm bands and almost always do they also have a conspicuous 3.70 µm feature (Fig. 15) . Stars with low mass-loss rates ofṀ < 10
tend to have weak or absent 3.70 and 3.8 µm absorptions whilst the 3.57 µm band is often visible in these stars.
At high mass-loss rates ofṀ > 2.5×10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 the 3.1, 3.57 and 3.8 µm absorption bands increase in strength with increasing mass-loss rate. However, at lower mass- Table 6 . Equivalent widths (inÅ). The chemical classification into carbon stars (C) and oxygen-rich stars (o) is based on the presence or absence of the 3.1 µm feature, supplemented by information from the literature. loss rates the bands are generally stronger than around 3 × 10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 , albeit with considerable spread. The same trends are seen for the 3.70 µm band. This probably reflects a competition between the effect of veiling (reducing the equivalent width) and an optically thicker atmosphere in connection with a higher mass-loss rate (increasing the equivalent width).
Dust column densities increase with increasing massloss rate but also with decreasing luminosity as lowluminosity objects are more compact. Molecular column densities may be affected in a similar way, and the dust optical depth might therefore show a stronger correlation with the molecular column density than either the massloss rate or luminosity would do. The 3.1 and 3.8 µm bands become weaker at progressively larger dust optical depth (Fig. 16) . This is likely due to veiling by the increasing contribution of dust emission. The decrease in equivalent Fig. 15 . Equivalent widths versus mass-loss rate. There is no clear correlation other than that the absorption is generally strong at the highest mass-loss rates. Symbols are as in Fig. 7. width is indeed larger at 3.8 µm than at 3.1 µm. The 3.57 and 3.70 µm equivalent width seems to remain constant, though, which may suggest that they would be seen to increase with optical depth if the effects of veiling were to be removed. At relatively modest optical depth, τ V < 10, the 3.57 µm band is often quite strong but the 3.70 µm band is often absent.
The effects of veiling by dust emission can in principle be removed, as dusty returns the fractional contribution of the dust emission to the total flux density as a function of wavelength. We tabulate these values at wavelengths of 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 µm (Table 7) . Unfortunately, these fractions are ill-determined: they depend sensitively on the amount and temperature of the warmest dust, which is also the most time-variable component. Hence correcting the equivalent widths in this way increases the overall scatter in a sub-set of the sample of carbon stars (Fig. 17) , which is especially due to stars with fairly modest massloss rates. However, for at least half the sample of stars the scatter is reduced and the 3.1 µm equivalent widths of the four groups of stars are more in line with each other (Fig.  17) . This suggests that veiling is the main driver behind variations of the 3.1 µm equivalent width with mass-loss rate and luminosity.
Consequently the photospheric 3.1 µm equivalent width seems to depend very little on stellar or circumstellar parameters, and we propose that this band may be saturated for the MSX-selected sample of IR carbon stars. Comparing the dust continuum contribution (Table  7) with the maximum depth of the 3.1 µm absorption in the spectra of Fig. 2 , it appears that part of the absorp- . Equivalent width of the 3.1 µm band versus mass-loss rate before (left) and after (right) correction for dust emission, normalised to the peak in the distribution. Removing the dust emission creates a flatter and tighter distribution around unity for about half of the sample, but it creates large scatter for the remainder -many of which have low mass-loss rates. Symbols are as in Fig. 7. tion may in fact be seen against the dust continuum. If true this would imply a dense molecular atmosphere with a scale height of order a few stellar radii, which is seen in absorption against the dust emission arising from behind and adjacent to the limb of the star. The same may be true for the 3.8 µm band in some stars. Fig. 18 . Change in slope around 3.2 and 3.5 µm versus mass-loss rate. There is a trend for the spectral shape in the 3.1-3.7 µm region to turn from "bowl" to "cup", although the two MSX-selected carbon stars with the highest mass-loss rates exhibit a "bowl" shaped spectrum. Symbols are as in Fig. 7 .
A large molecular zone is also implied by the low temperature at the dust formation radius that was required to fit the SEDs. The molecular atmosphere must extend to at least the dust formation radius for dust to form, and a lower temperature at that radius implies that the dust forms farther from the star. If the temperature had been underestimated, then the veiling of the absorption bands by the dust continuum around 3-4 µm would also have been underestimated. This would make the case even more convincing for part of the molecular absorption to be seen against background dust continuum emission.
A weak trend can be seen in the differential spectral slope at 3.5 µm as a function of mass-loss rate (Fig.  18) , suggesting that stars enduring higher mass-loss rates have a "cup"-shaped 3.2-3.5 µm spectrum. At high massloss rate the 3.1 µm band may on average be formed higher above the stellar photosphere, at a lower excitation temperature, which would explain the narrower shape ("cup"). On the other hand, the two MSX-selected stars with the highest mass-loss rates defy such relationship.
Pulsation and excitation conditions
Pulsation is known to affect the absorption bands. The difficulty with investigating dependencies on pulsational properties is that the effects have a highly time-variable component. But the pulsation may also affect timeaveraged properties, that we can study here. In addition to the stars with known pulsation properties listed in Whilst no correlation is seen with amplitude, the equivalent width is larger for larger energy injection rates. Table 2 , pulsation periods and amplitudes are known for IRAS 04496−6958 and IRAS 04557−6753 (Whitelock et al. 2003) and rough estimates for LI-LMC 1813 . The L ′ -band amplitude of 1.6 mag for LI-LMC 1813 is scaled to a K s -band amplitude of ∆K s ∼ 2.0 mag (cf. Whitelock et al. 2003) .
The equivalent width (at 3.1 and 3.8 µm) shows no correlation with the photometric amplitude, ∆K s (Fig.  19 , left panel; p = −0.15 and p = −0.21, respectively). However, the photometric amplitude is relative to the star's luminosity. An absolute quantity that more directly measures the amount of energy involved in the pulsation is the energy injection rate (van Loon 2002):
This is the fraction of the bolometric luminosity that is used in expanding the star, assuming that the amplitude at K s measures the bolometric amplitude and that the luminosity varies sinusoidally. It is by definition limited to 0 <Ė < L/2. The equivalent widths at 3.1 and 3.8 µm show a weak correlation withĖ (Fig. 19 , right panel; p = 0.50 and p = 0.41, respectively), suggesting a positive link between stronger pulsation and a larger column density of the molecular atmosphere -in particular of C 2 H 2 . Pulsation also affects the excitation conditions. The fact that the 3.1 µm band is narrower at high mass-loss rates is because both are related to the increased scale height as a consequence of strong pulsation. Indeed (Fig.   Fig. 20 . Change in slope at 3.2 µm (solid symbols) and 3.5 µm (open symbols) versus K s -band pulsation amplitude (left panel), and versus pulsation period (right panel). The 3.2-3.5 µm absorption wing is weaker for larger amplitudes and longer periods, indicating a lower excitation temperature in a more extended molecular atmosphere. 20), the differential spectral slope at 3.2 µm is weakly correlated with the K s -band amplitude (p = 0.26) and pulsation period (p = 0.53) whilst the differential spectral slope at 3.5 µm shows the opposite behaviour (p = −0.61 and p = −0.45, respectively). This suggests that the 3.1 µm absorption profile is narrower at larger photometric amplitude and longer pulsation period, supporting evidence for a lower excitation temperature in a more extended molecular atmosphere. There is a possible competing mechanism associated with the pulsation: shocks induced by strong pulsation cause the band to broaden again (Yamamura et al. 1997 ). This might explain the "bowl"-shaped absorption in the two MSX-selected stars with the highest mass-loss rates.
Discussion
The population of dust-enshrouded carbon stars
The population of visually bright carbon stars in the LMC, selected on the basis of objective prism surveys, is estimated to be N vis ≃ 9, 000 (Kontizas et al. 2001) . In the galaxy, many carbon stars become extremely obscured by the very opaque carbon dust they produce when they enter the superwind stage withṀ > 10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 (e.g., Jura & Kleinmann 1990 ). These objects would escape detection in the optical and (shallow, wide-field) near-IR surveys in the LMC but could stand out at mid-IR wavelengths where their dust envelopes shine brightly. The IRAS Point
